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Introducing Surface Earbuds, the premium true wireless earbuds from Microsoft. Featuring an ultracomfortable and secure design with intuitive touch and voice controls for music, calls and
more. Experience rich, immersive Omnisonic sound, and instantly play Spotify from your Android phone
with a simple gesture on either earbud.1 Seamlessly access your Outlook calendar, email and to-do’s —
all screen-free2,3 (in the U.S.). Elevate your PowerPoint game by swiping to advance slides and get live, onscreen captions and translations. And enjoy all-day battery life with the included wireless charging
case.4 With Surface Earbuds you can leave your phone in your pocket and stay in your flow throughout
the day on any of your devices.

Top Features and Benefits
•

Designed for comfort and control. Surface Earbuds feature an innovative design that delivers an
ultra-comfortable and stable fit. Simply position each earbud in your ear and the four individual
anchor points lock them securely into place — no blocking your ear canal, and no falling
out. Surface Earbuds’ responsive touch surface enables intuitive gestures — like touch, tap, swipe
and voice — to effortlessly control music, calls and more. Swipe up or down to change volume.

•

•

•

Swipe back or forward to change tracks. Double tap to pause music and make calls. Or touch and
hold to activate your personal digital assistant.
Premium sound for music and calls. Surface Earbuds feature the Surface Omnisonic sound
profile — with custom-designed drivers and precision tuning inspired by listening to the world’s
best live music venues and most advanced audio equipment, delivering an audio experience
that’s rich, immersive and crystal clear. Instantly play Spotify from your Android phone with a
simple gesture on either earbud1. Be heard loud and clear with two advanced microphones in
each earbud that block out background noise while amplifying your voice.
Screen-free control of your day. Surface Earbuds integrate seamlessly with Office 3652,3. Simply
touch and hold on either earbud to manage your Outlook calendar, listen and reply to email, and
capture to-do’s (U.S. only). Plus get assistance from Cortana3 or your preferred digital assistant —
screen-free. Elevate your PowerPoint skills with live captions and subtitles on-screen, including
translation into one of 60+ languages for more accessible presentations. Swipe to advance
slides and talk rather than type with dictation in Office apps.
All-day battery. With up to 24 hours of battery life4 — eight hours per single charge, with
additional charges in the case — you’re free to listen and get productive anywhere, any time.

Technical Specifications
Dimensions

Each earbud: 0.98” (25 mm) x 0.75” (19 mm)
Charging case: 2.93” (75 mm) x 1.28” (32 mm) x 0.98” (25 mm)

Weight

Each earbud: 7.2 g
Charging case: 40 g

Exterior

Color: Glacier

Frequency response

20 –20 kHz

Microphone

Two microphones per earbud

Speaker

13.6mm driver

Battery life

Up to 24 hours battery with included charging case4
(up to eight hours of continuous listening with additional charges in the case)
A 10-minute charge provides up to one hour of battery life.

Cord

USB-A to USB-C™ cord (1 meter)

Audio codecs

SBC and aptX

Waterproof rating

IPX4

Compatibility

Windows 10, Android 4.4, iPhone 5, iOS9, Bluetooth 4.1/4.2

Controls

Touch, tap, swipe, voice

In the box

Two Surface Earbuds
Charging case
Three pairs of silicone ear tips
USB-C™ to USB-A cable

Quick Start Guide
Safety and warranty documents
Warranty

One-year limited hardware warranty

Contact Information
For more information, press only:
Rapid Response Team, WE Communications, (425) 638-7777, rrt@we-worldwide.com
For more product information and images:
Visit the Surface Newsroom at https://news.microsoft.com/presskits/surface/.
For more information about Surface:
Visit Surface at http://www.microsoft.com/surface.
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Requires a Spotify account. Available only on Android.
Requires subscription to Office 365
3 Cortana available in select markets; experience may vary by region and device.
4 Up to 24 hours of battery life with the included charging case. 8 hours continuous listening on a single charge, plus another
two 8-hour charges with the charging case. Battery life may vary by usage.
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